Face to Face

Workbook
1. Where is the bank?
   It’s [across from] the church.

2. Where is the hospital?
   It’s [between] the school and the bank.

3. Where is the supermarket?
   It’s [next to] the hospital.

4. Where is the toy store?
   It’s ______ the supermarket ______ the bookstore.
**Look, circle and write**

---

1. Where is the drugstore?
   - between / next to
   - It's ________ the supermarket.

2. Where is the supermarket?
   - between / next to
   - It's ________ the hospital ________ the drugstore.

3. Where is the school?
   - across from / between
   - It's ________ the supermarket.

4. Where is the church?
   - next to / across from
   - It's ________ the hospital.

5. Where is the bank?
   - next to
   - It's ____________________.

6. Where is the drugstore?
   - across from
   - It's ____________________.
A Look and write

Where is he?
He is in the church.

Where ___ ___?
He is ____________.

Where is she?
___ ___ ___ ____________.

B Match and write

supermarket / bakery / drugstore

Where is _____?
She is ____________.

Where is _____?
He ___ ___ ________.

Where is _____?
___ ___ in the supermarket.
C Find the words and write

1) Where is he? He is in the b ____________.

2) Where is he? He is in the h ____________.

3) Where is he? He is in the b ____________.

4) Where is she? _____ _____ _____ ____________.